ZENO
Route planning just got a whole lot easier.

Welcome to ZENO
What is ZENO?
ZENO is OPSI’s revolutionary online and mobile
planning, routing and workflow management
system.
It simplifies your scheduling and takes all the
speed bumps out of planning your logistics.
Schedule your delivery, sales and service teams
efficiently, effectively and in real-time.

Regardless of your operating environment, our
robust tagging system lets you model the details
and specifics of your staff and vehicle
requirements – ZENO checks for these tags to
ZENO has an intuitive and easy-to-use interface,
ensure you always get the right driver and vehicle
accessible anytime, anywhere by any user with an to the right location.
Internet connection - zero installation, zero fuss.
But what about the scheduling itself? Go from
We give the user complete control over the
Working to Well Done with a single-click: our
schedule with drag-and-drop functionality,
automated scheduler will take all your jobs and
detailed data grids with customer, client, vehicle
assign them to the best resources and arrange
and driver information.
them in the optimal sequence for improved
productivity and reduced travel costs, resource
utilisation

How does it do it?

The ZENO dashboard gives you the bird’s
eye into your operations, letting you
quickly identify potential hitches as they
occur.

And how do I keep track?
Keeping an eye on schedules is difficult at the best
of times, which is why ZENO has been designed
for ease of use in mind.
ZENO syncs real-world activity back to the plan,
allowing you to compare what's actually
happening on the ground to your schedule sideby-side and make on-the-fly adjustments to your
schedule.
GPS tracking is seamlessly integrated with the
map, allowing you to track your resources
movements at all times.
ZENO's dashboard provides a minimal fuss and
maximal information for your controllers, keeping
their finger on ETAs, driver's current and future
activity, notes, messages and communications.
More control, more visibility, more time. Just
more.

ZENO is accessible from any device with an
internet connection and browser - check on
your schedule wherever you are.

ZENO
What about on the road?
Your mobile staff can benefit as
well with our ZENO.Mobile,
our workflow management
mobile app.

Feature Rundown
$

Tag system: a s i m p l e w a y o f
modelling your transport and service
operations. Tags can be assigned to vehicles,
drivers and jobs.

ZENO.Mobile is the companion to the flexible schedule
management of Z E N O : A
configurable app for your staff
that automatically updates
with their tasks and deliveries
for the day and keeps them in
the loop with your planning
team.

$

Powerful scheduler: the ZENO
scheduler is quick and effective; regardless
of your jobs or the complexity of your
operations, scheduling is a painless process.

$ Dynamic, real-time schedule
management: Feedback is immediate

ZENO.Mobile helps ensure
strict adherence to work and
documentation related
a c t i v i t i e s w h i l e o n d u t y,
allowing your staff to focus less
on administration and more on
service excellence.

and visible; quickly address event alerts,
confirm schedule adherence and identify
non-planned stops and deviations.

$

Dashboard: A no-frills, no-fuss, alldetails view into your daily operations.

ZENO.Mobile is there to assist
your staff in all their activities
with built-in navigation, ondevice signing, photo
functionality, notifications of
changes to their schedule and
more.
ZENO.Mobile comes with a workflow editing tool
for creating your own specific processes, delivery
and service procedures for your staff to follow.
It all ties together, giving you real-time control over
your schedule, a direct view into your staffs’ actions
and giving your customer accurate and valuable
feedback about the status of their orders and
service requests.
Compliant with all Android devices

The ZENO.Mobile app, combined with the
administrative backend and ZENO.Mobile’s
workflow editor, keeps you in control at every
level of your logistics.
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